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it offers for the production of hydro electric power from the
vigorous rivers all along the seaboard
4 Darling doms Northern Rivers Region
This area is in many respects a southern continuation of
the two divisions just described The mam divide curves
towards the ocean from the Buckland Tableland 300 miles
inland from Maryborough to within 20 miles of the coast in
the New England plateau enclosing m this sweep the Darling
Downs The New England plateau is the largest mountain
block in Australia and although it is not the highest it rises
to 5 000 feet in Ben Lomond As in north Queensland
where the highlands stand dose to the ocean heavy coastal
rainfall is the rule Nearly the whole region receives more
than 10 inches of rain and the coastal portion receives from
40 to 60 inches The well watered uplands are notable for
extensive forests of gums and softwoods which thin out
towards the plains The drier conditions to the west are
responsible for the concentration on sheep raising as the
main industry Between the plains and the plateau however
is a considerable piedmont area devoted to mixed farming
The coastal strip passes from the sugar belt which ends about
Grafton into the splendid dairy farming country lying m the
valley of the Northern Rivers as they are called
Though not usually included in this group of rivers the
Brisbane is the most important since it has become the
southern gateway of Queensland and the entrance to the
metropolis of the State Brisbane (300000) the State
capital lies a little inland from the coast and the river
fairway is maintained by dredging By its situation the city
commands the route to Ips\\ ich a coal mining area and to
the products e Darling Downs district The chief inland
centre is Toodvoomba the capital of the Downs country with

